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Your defining moment as the owner of a new practice is closer than ever, and your opening day
is an experience most dentists never forget. The majority of dentists, however, haven’t been
taught the hazards of opening a practice in the wrong location, and many languish simply
because they’re not in the right zip code.Choosing the Right Practice Location: The Overlooked
Ways Demographics, PPOs, Taxes & Retirement Are Linked to This Critical Decision is your
antidote to this scenario. Never before has a book focused on this crucial topic, giving the
valuable guidance required to make a profitable, lifelong decision.Using the author’s tested
principles, you’ll learn how to:• Analyze thousands of demographic data points in less than 5
minutes• Identify more than $50,000 in located-related cost savings• Attain large “pops” of new
patient growth over time• Negotiate with landlords on your terms• Retain an extra $1,000,000 for
retirement with one tax realityIn today’s dental world weighed down by PPOs, declining profits,
and a dramatically more competitive landscape, it’s imperative to your long-term success that
you choose the right location from the outset. Employing the proven tools in this book, you’ll set
your practice apart, transform the trajectory of your future, and provide for yourself and your
family for years to come.



location choice a far more profitable one. Ignore his book at your own, very costly peril. It should
be in the hands of every dentist—no, make that every practice-based professional in America—
immediately.”—Jerry A. JonesCEO SofTouch Dental, Salem, Oregon / “Starting, moving, or
buying a practice can be a very stressful and exciting time at any stage in one’s career. With all
the complex moving parts involved in the process, it can be very easy to mishandle or overlook
certain aspects that could potentially cost you your practice. Jayme has done a great service to
the industry by lending his unique perspective and expertise on the subject, giving dentists very
useful tools to help them avoid common blunders. This book is a great place to start for those of
you beginning your journey toward practice ownership, especially because the author is able to
make a complex subject seem so simple.”—Steven Casella, DMDOwner, Casella Dental, West
Chester, Pennsylvania“All I can say is: Wow! You have constructed a concise, clear, thorough,
yet unintimidating guide through one of the most important processes in the ‘business’ aspect of
dentistry—choosing the right location. This book will help countless dentists sift through the
minutiae and grasp the key concepts that will help set them on the path to success—BEFORE
even opening their doors.”—Joe Eckman, DMDFounder Eckman Family Dentistry, West Grove,
Pennsylvania“Jayme’s book is a helpful resource for dentists considering opening a start-up or a
new office. This is a good tool for investigating some of the areas that are often left unchecked
during the planning process. In today’s competitive environment, the right location and
preparation can pay off immensely, and Jayme has many tips to help position dentists for better
success.”—Sandi HudsonFounder, Unlock the PPO, Insurance Fee Negotiators“Spot on.
Profitability and fulfillment for dentists are tied to being in the right location. This book packs a lot
of knowledge into its pages and brings out practical tools for all dentists to consider.”—Jan
KellerPractice Management Consultant and International Speaker“Jayme has laid out SO many
helpful strategies and tips for the dentist who is considering opening his/her own practice—he
really knows his stuff! I have not seen another book that is even close to as helpful as this one. It
is well organized and gives very practical advice, and I highly recommend both Jayme and his
book as resources for anyone who "has the itch" and is planning on opening a dental practice.”—
Dr. Martin GreenbergCHOOSING THERIGHTPRACTICE LOCATIONCopyright © 2015 Jayme
AmosOriginal publication in 2013Revised in 2015All Rights Reserved. No part of this book may
be reproduced in any form or by any means, electronic or mechanical, including photocopying,
recording, or by any information storage and retrieval system, without permission in writing from
the author and publisher.While this book illustrates tested principles, it does not offer a
guarantee with regard to the ultimate success of your individual practice. By reading the material
in this publication, you understand and agree that none of the information herein is to be
considered legal, accounting, or financial advice. Discuss all such matters with your attorney,
accountant, and financial advisor before taking action or making related decisions.All third party
trademarks herein, namely ADA, Academy of Dental CPAs, Dental Town, IgniteDDS, Dental



Entrepreneur, Wellness Springs Dental, Facebook, and ClearPath Society are referenced solely
as a historical account of communication, and use of any and all trademarks in no way indicates
any relationship between this publication, its author, or any other entity and them, and
furthermore implies no endorsement whatsoever.Published by:IP PublishingEditing, cover, and
book design by Stacey AaronsonDENTISTRY’S GUIDECHOOSING THERIGHTPRACTICE
LOCATION:THE OVERLOOKED WAYSDEMOGRAPHICS, PPOS,TAXES & RETIREMENTARE
LINKED TOTHIS CRITICAL DECISIONJayme AmosIP PUBLISHINGWe shape our buildings
and thereafter, they shape us.—Winston ChurchillCONTENTSAUTHOR’S NOTEWHAT YOU’LL
LEARN IN THIS BOOKINTRODUCTIONDENTISTRY’S LOCATION DECISION OVERVIEWTHE
9 TOOLS— TOOL #1: —DEMOGRAPHICS WILL CHANGE YOUR WORLDTHE ESSENTIAL
12-POINT CHECKLIST— TOOL #2: —THE ONE LEGAL ISSUE AFFECTING YOU RIGHT NOW
— TOOL #3: —OTHER START-UPS— TOOL #4: —THE “AGE OPPORTUNITY”— TOOL #5: —
LOCAL MARKET CONCERNS— TOOL #6: —OFFICE LEASE – THE OVERLOOKED DANGER
— TOOL #7: —INSURANCE PARTNERING— TOOL #8: —REALTORS— TOOL #9: —THE
EMOTIONAL BUILDINGCONCLUSIONBONUS TOOL #10RESOURCESAUTHOR’S
NOTEWhat a journey.When our team first published this book in 2013, we had no idea the
impact on the industry would so positively affect as many dentists as it did.Now, this powerful
and practical book has become a bestseller, lead to discussions with the ADA, become a series
of posts on Dental Town, been resourced by major industry leaders (like Academy of Dental
CPAs, IgniteDDS, Dental Entrepreneur, Wellness Springs Dental, and ClearPath Society),
created thousands of visitors per month on our website, and reached readers worldwide.After
working with dentists for over a decade, I’ve seen the journey of practice ownership up close and
personal. The results have been an inspiration to me.It’s been an incredible honor to walk
alongside these doctors, finding the best ways to build and grow the practices they’ve dreamed
of owning for years.Now, in an attempt to say thank you to the industry that has so generously
granted us trust, we’re adding new resources in this edition of Choosing the Right Practice
Location.Bonus MaterialIf you’re like a lot of our clients, you’re looking for detailed training and
guidance to follow a proven process. If that’s you and you want to explore those options right
now, flip to page 119 to find a list of resources you can access right away.See the resources
online at:Enjoy the information we’ve prepared for you and experience the fullness of the journey
through practice ownership!Best,PS: Want to hear a personal message from me?Go here to get
access to a message available only to people who own a copy this book:Training in Your
CarNow you can access our most relevant tools on your commute!Learn the latest techniques
for skills, new patients, profitability, and practice growth.Subscribe now to the Ideal Practices
podcast and get our most current thoughts for free.Ideal Practices: The Dental Podcast for
Practice OwnershipWHAT YOU’LL LEARN IN THIS BOOK Where one small difference
between two local communities will cost you $50,000 in the first year of your new practice How
participating with insurance companies can be ugly … but partnering with them could also be
the one factor yielding you the most profitability How you can analyze thousands of



demographic data points for your new location search in any region with a simple 12-point
checklist in less than five minutes A true story of local politics and a sewer-line battle with the
EPA that almost cost one doctor hundreds of thousands of dollars How to choose a location
that will strategically give you large “pops” of new patient growth over the years How choosing a
location five miles further away could change your retirement net worth by at least
$1,000,000 Why your sign shouldn’t be anything more than boring Why landlords secretly want
you to negotiate price—and why you need to be very careful in that negotiation Which 12
demographics criteria matter to new dental practices … and which two could determine the fate
of your long-term profitability And much more!INTRODUCTIONEvery dentist who plans to
create a new office must face a very serious, one-word question:Where?The decision will affect
the rest of your career as it becomes the trajectory for success from opening day forward.
Choosing the Right Practice Location will give you clarity in the decision-making process,
confidence in your final choice, and all the tools you’ll need to evaluate your options.What you
won’t find in this book is the “how” of opening a dental office. Knowledge regarding how will be
necessary in the months following your Location Decision, but first you need to determine
where. When the time comes, you can access an extensive library of learning all about the how
on:You can also access our acclaimed blog here, which has some of the most candid and
revealing information about the topic. But prior to implementing the knowledge of how, it’s crucial
you have the right where. Without the right where, as the saying goes, you go nowhere.The nine
tools in this book will create a clear path for you to find the right location the first time. You need
to choose your location wisely because there’s so much on the line.But before we dig into the
material at hand, you probably want to know a little bit about where the knowledge and
experience comes from in this discussion.• • •I’ve been working with dentists for nearly a
decade. What I have to share with you are proven concepts that have helped the wonderful
people I’ve grown to know and respect deeply in the dental community. My hope is that the tools
you’ll find here will embolden you with energy and passion for what will likely be the biggest
investment of your life.We are in what the business world has spent decades calling a “Cottage
Industry,” which could be described as wall-street-speak for “not a big enough industry to put
large amounts of resources into.” I feel quite the opposite, and it seems we as a dental
community have attracted growing attention from some large banks and venture capital groups.
The attention received by the dental community reminds me that dentistry matters in many ways
—namely, that when caring dentists provide excellent clinical care, strong profits can be the
result. And there are some compelling reasons why profits should be the result.Try to calculate
all the investment, energy and risk associated with being a dentist: The average dental
education is clocking in near $200,000–$400,000 (excluding undergraduate requirements).
Continuing education is a pursuit for your entire career. Legal liability is devastating and a few
vultures exploit it. HIPAA and OSHA are required. Staff needs are significant. Dentists work
for 7–11 months before they start to make a profit for themselves and their families.
Emergencies are real and they do disrupt meaningful personal time with your family. And worst



of all, dentists have the highest cost of building a new office per square foot of any industry.Yes,
you read that correctly. It’s been said that out of all industries, the small business with the highest
set-up cost per square foot is dentistry.The opportunity for profit and satisfaction is high, but it
can cost $500,000 to get everything set up in your new location. It’s for all these reasons that it’s
imperative you design, build, and find the right location the first time. You don’t want to do this
again if you don’t need to—and if you do it right, you won’t have to.Your opportunity to enjoy a
fulfilling career is wonderful, your ability to care for patients is unlike any other field, and your
potential to provide well for yourself and your family is excellent. But the truth is your financial
risks are quite high. It’s important we get your Location Decision right so you can have the
highest chance of success.For the record, I’m not a dentist.On the topic of location selection,
that’s good news for you. Those who spend their career chair-side strive to become excellent in
that clinical role, and our society is very fortunate to have the doctors who dedicate themselves
to improving their skills. But to develop a keen understanding of all the elements that comprise a
well-crafted dental office Location Decision, it’s crucial that you find someone who has a long,
successful, dental-specific track record in the where of your office. Your future success depends
on it.I’ve spent nearly a decade investing in my education in the start-up and development of
successful dental practices, and the results have been wonderful for my clients.What I’ve found
is that your future practice success involves much more than the clinical skills you work so hard
to develop. In today’s competitive, high-stakes dental economy, it’s critical that the people on
your team have deep expertise in three areas:1. Launching new dental practices2. Real estate
buying and leasing3. Small business growthBy including people on your team with a unique
blend of knowledge on these three topics, your chances of success improve dramatically.As I’ve
invested the last 15 years in developing and improving those skills, I’ve witnessed tangible
positive effects on our industry.When I was 21 years old, fresh out of school with a degree in
International Business, I signed my first business lease for a start-up I co-founded and grew to a
million dollars of revenue in its first year of operation. Shortly after that, I bought my first rental
property, a duplex, and went on through the years to own dozens of residential properties on the
east coast.As a managing partner and investor in a nationwide franchised financial firm, I was
asked to participate in multiple millions of dollars of leasing commitments from the Midwest to
the East Coast, all of which involved site selection, construction, and opening day. And now, I’ve
worked side by side for nearly a decade with my dentist-clients, coordinating growth on their
behalf and acting as their business wingman with excellent results.I tell you all this only to say
I’ve seen and negotiated quite a few site locations, witnessed a couple of botched projects,
created profitable dental practice growth strategies, and been tasked to find perfect locations in
cities I’ve never visited before—and all of these pieces of my history blend into a dentist’s ideal
Location Decision.Now I work closely with hundreds of dentists, many of whom have become
dear friends to me. With practice owners choosing to work with my team to design, build, equip,
and open their dream office, I’ve helped look at hundreds of dental locations and participated in
finding the best possible sites. We visit locations, coordinate office lease reviews, create clear



goals and plans for construction, help find the best lenders, assist in matchmaking with
motivated insurance companies, and much more. It’s a process that’s exciting to a guy like me
who likes numbers, negotiating, legalese, and tight timelines.My team becomes a quasi-
quarterback in the all-consuming and oftentimes overwhelming experience of a new practice
project, being as involved in the process as the dentist desires. It’s a role we take more seriously
than most expect, and it’s one in which we take tremendous pride.On the specific topic of the
Location Decision, there is so much at stake for my dental client, and because of that I put a
mountain of energy and emotion into successful selection and negotiation of their space. The
result? It works. My clients have inspiring success stories, pride in their locations, and
confidence that the home of their practice was the right choice.You can do this too!Many ask me
what the entire process looks like. While the full explanation is the topic of a much longer
conversation, I would summarize it by saying this:The process is a transformation—of a building
and a doctor.The transformative process starts with you, moves into building a facility, and ends
with a new you. When you respond to a deeply-rooted desire to work in a practice space that
reflects your clinical skills, your pride in your profession, and your commitment to excellent
clinical care, your life begins to change. It might sound like a high calling and a glorified
experience, but every piece of it is rich and full and it becomes a life moment you’ll never
forget.Those who have crafted their own dental practices are in an exclusive membership of
doctors who spend many hours of their life experiencing a new level of fulfillment and
accomplishment that many say is indescribable. For some, the transformative process starts
when they’re as young as children; for others the desire materializes when they feel they’ve
plateaued in their experience as an associate. Regardless of your starting point, your situation
will lead you to a new level of professional and life fulfillment through this project, and your
efforts to pursue this fully will be rewarded well.This book discusses the Location Decision,
which is usually the step immediately following financing and loan discussions. After the
Location Decision, we begin an extensive customized design process where our design team
incorporates a 40-point checklist and multiple face-to-face discussions to craft the perfect floor
plan for your new office, culminating in a 3D virtual walkthrough of the space in its digital
glory.We then work with you to coordinate with contractors and guide you to the best possible
construction choices available for the unique needs of your specific dental practice. The process
moves forward to architectural and engineering planning and then moves through the meat
grinder of local politics—some are enjoyable to work with, others make me feel like I’m as smart
as a caveman with all their inventive ways of delaying projects.The process includes an
inordinate number of moving parts along the way, from plumbing to timed dispensing of funds,
from integration of technologies to carving paths for those of the future. Topics as diverse as
signage, marketing, storage space for supplies, cubic feet per user, and properly sized air lines
are a few of the innumerable reasons why this process can have so many twists and turns.But in
the end, the final product—the final home—is yours. It’s your mark on your community and your
pièce de résistance. This will be a place that’s a physical representation of all your years of



education and preparation and will enable you to provide care for friends and family for years.
With the tools in this book, I hope to inspire, educate, and motivate you toward success.And it all
starts with where.I’m not holding anything back. While many like to cling tightly to their
knowledge, I believe that by sharing it freely, everyone in our “cottage industry” wins. And that’s
good for all of us.Get ready—your new practice is probably closer than you think.Here’s to you
and your success!DENTISTRY’S LOCATION DECISION OVERVIEWlocation choice a far more
profitable one. Ignore his book at your own, very costly peril. It should be in the hands of every
dentist—no, make that every practice-based professional in America—immediately.”—Jerry A.
JonesCEO SofTouch Dental, Salem, Oregon / “Starting, moving, or buying a practice can be a
very stressful and exciting time at any stage in one’s career. With all the complex moving parts
involved in the process, it can be very easy to mishandle or overlook certain aspects that could
potentially cost you your practice. Jayme has done a great service to the industry by lending his
unique perspective and expertise on the subject, giving dentists very useful tools to help them
avoid common blunders. This book is a great place to start for those of you beginning your
journey toward practice ownership, especially because the author is able to make a complex
subject seem so simple.”—Steven Casella, DMDOwner, Casella Dental, West Chester,
Pennsylvania“All I can say is: Wow! You have constructed a concise, clear, thorough, yet
unintimidating guide through one of the most important processes in the ‘business’ aspect of
dentistry—choosing the right location. This book will help countless dentists sift through the
minutiae and grasp the key concepts that will help set them on the path to success—BEFORE
even opening their doors.”—Joe Eckman, DMDFounder Eckman Family Dentistry, West Grove,
Pennsylvania“Jayme’s book is a helpful resource for dentists considering opening a start-up or a
new office. This is a good tool for investigating some of the areas that are often left unchecked
during the planning process. In today’s competitive environment, the right location and
preparation can pay off immensely, and Jayme has many tips to help position dentists for better
success.”—Sandi HudsonFounder, Unlock the PPO, Insurance Fee Negotiators“Spot on.
Profitability and fulfillment for dentists are tied to being in the right location. This book packs a lot
of knowledge into its pages and brings out practical tools for all dentists to consider.”—Jan
KellerPractice Management Consultant and International Speaker“Jayme has laid out SO many
helpful strategies and tips for the dentist who is considering opening his/her own practice—he
really knows his stuff! I have not seen another book that is even close to as helpful as this one. It
is well organized and gives very practical advice, and I highly recommend both Jayme and his
book as resources for anyone who "has the itch" and is planning on opening a dental practice.”—
Dr. Martin Greenberglocation choice a far more profitable one. Ignore his book at your own, very
costly peril. It should be in the hands of every dentist—no, make that every practice-based
professional in America—immediately.”—Jerry A. JonesCEO SofTouch Dental, Salem, Oregon /
“Starting, moving, or buying a practice can be a very stressful and exciting time at any stage in
one’s career. With all the complex moving parts involved in the process, it can be very easy to
mishandle or overlook certain aspects that could potentially cost you your practice. Jayme has



done a great service to the industry by lending his unique perspective and expertise on the
subject, giving dentists very useful tools to help them avoid common blunders. This book is a
great place to start for those of you beginning your journey toward practice ownership, especially
because the author is able to make a complex subject seem so simple.”—Steven Casella,
DMDOwner, Casella Dental, West Chester, Pennsylvania“All I can say is: Wow! You have
constructed a concise, clear, thorough, yet unintimidating guide through one of the most
important processes in the ‘business’ aspect of dentistry—choosing the right location. This book
will help countless dentists sift through the minutiae and grasp the key concepts that will help set
them on the path to success—BEFORE even opening their doors.”—Joe Eckman, DMDFounder
Eckman Family Dentistry, West Grove, Pennsylvania“Jayme’s book is a helpful resource for
dentists considering opening a start-up or a new office. This is a good tool for investigating some
of the areas that are often left unchecked during the planning process. In today’s competitive
environment, the right location and preparation can pay off immensely, and Jayme has many tips
to help position dentists for better success.”—Sandi HudsonFounder, Unlock the PPO,
Insurance Fee Negotiators“Spot on. Profitability and fulfillment for dentists are tied to being in
the right location. This book packs a lot of knowledge into its pages and brings out practical tools
for all dentists to consider.”—Jan Keller Practice Management Consultant and International
Speaker“Jayme has laid out SO many helpful strategies and tips for the dentist who is
considering opening his/her own practice—he really knows his stuff! I have not seen another
book that is even close to as helpful as this one. It is well organized and gives very practical
advice, and I highly recommend both Jayme and his book as resources for anyone who "has the
itch" and is planning on opening a dental practice.”—Dr. Martin GreenbergCHOOSING
THERIGHTPRACTICE LOCATIONCHOOSING THERIGHTPRACTICE LOCATIONCopyright ©
2015 Jayme AmosOriginal publication in 2013Revised in 2015All Rights Reserved. No part of
this book may be reproduced in any form or by any means, electronic or mechanical, including
photocopying, recording, or by any information storage and retrieval system, without permission
in writing from the author and publisher.While this book illustrates tested principles, it does not
offer a guarantee with regard to the ultimate success of your individual practice. By reading the
material in this publication, you understand and agree that none of the information herein is to be
considered legal, accounting, or financial advice. Discuss all such matters with your attorney,
accountant, and financial advisor before taking action or making related decisions.All third party
trademarks herein, namely ADA, Academy of Dental CPAs, Dental Town, IgniteDDS, Dental
Entrepreneur, Wellness Springs Dental, Facebook, and ClearPath Society are referenced solely
as a historical account of communication, and use of any and all trademarks in no way indicates
any relationship between this publication, its author, or any other entity and them, and
furthermore implies no endorsement whatsoever.Published by:IP PublishingEditing, cover, and
book design by Stacey AaronsonCopyright © 2015 Jayme AmosOriginal publication in
2013Revised in 2015All Rights Reserved. No part of this book may be reproduced in any form or
by any means, electronic or mechanical, including photocopying, recording, or by any



information storage and retrieval system, without permission in writing from the author and
publisher. While this book illustrates tested principles, it does not offer a guarantee with regard
to the ultimate success of your individual practice. By reading the material in this publication, you
understand and agree that none of the information herein is to be considered legal, accounting,
or financial advice. Discuss all such matters with your attorney, accountant, and financial advisor
before taking action or making related decisions.All third party trademarks herein, namely ADA,
Academy of Dental CPAs, Dental Town, IgniteDDS, Dental Entrepreneur, Wellness Springs
Dental, Facebook, and ClearPath Society are referenced solely as a historical account of
communication, and use of any and all trademarks in no way indicates any relationship between
this publication, its author, or any other entity and them, and furthermore implies no
endorsement whatsoever.ISBN: 978-0-9897803-0-8Published by:IP PublishingEditing, cover,
and book design by Stacey AaronsonDENTISTRY’S GUIDECHOOSING THERIGHTPRACTICE
LOCATION:THE OVERLOOKED WAYSDEMOGRAPHICS, PPOS,TAXES & RETIREMENTARE
LINKED TOTHIS CRITICAL DECISIONJayme AmosIP PUBLISHINGDENTISTRY’S
GUIDECHOOSING THERIGHTPRACTICE LOCATION:THE OVERLOOKED
WAYSDEMOGRAPHICS, PPOS, TAXES & RETIREMENTARE LINKED TOTHIS CRITICAL
DECISIONJayme AmosIP PUBLISHINGWe shape our buildings and thereafter, they shape us.—
Winston ChurchillWe shape our buildings and thereafter, they shape us.—Winston
ChurchillCONTENTSAUTHOR’S NOTEWHAT YOU’LL LEARN IN THIS
BOOKINTRODUCTIONDENTISTRY’S LOCATION DECISION OVERVIEWTHE 9 TOOLS—
TOOL #1: —DEMOGRAPHICS WILL CHANGE YOUR WORLDTHE ESSENTIAL 12-POINT
CHECKLIST— TOOL #2: —THE ONE LEGAL ISSUE AFFECTING YOU RIGHT NOW— TOOL
#3: —OTHER START-UPS— TOOL #4: —THE “AGE OPPORTUNITY”— TOOL #5: —LOCAL
MARKET CONCERNS— TOOL #6: —OFFICE LEASE – THE OVERLOOKED DANGER —
TOOL #7: —INSURANCE PARTNERING— TOOL #8: —REALTORS— TOOL #9: —THE
EMOTIONAL BUILDINGCONCLUSIONBONUS TOOL
#10RESOURCESCONTENTSAUTHOR’S NOTEWHAT YOU’LL LEARN IN THIS
BOOKINTRODUCTIONDENTISTRY’S LOCATION DECISION OVERVIEWTHE 9 TOOLS—
TOOL #1: —DEMOGRAPHICS WILL CHANGE YOUR WORLDTHE ESSENTIAL 12-POINT
CHECKLIST— TOOL #2: —THE ONE LEGAL ISSUE AFFECTING YOU RIGHT NOW— TOOL
#3: —OTHER START-UPS— TOOL #4: —THE “AGE OPPORTUNITY”— TOOL #5: —LOCAL
MARKET CONCERNS— TOOL #6: —OFFICE LEASE – THE OVERLOOKED DANGER —
TOOL #7: —INSURANCE PARTNERING— TOOL #8: —REALTORS— TOOL #9: —THE
EMOTIONAL BUILDINGCONCLUSIONBONUS TOOL #10RESOURCESAUTHOR’S
NOTEWhat a journey.When our team first published this book in 2013, we had no idea the
impact on the industry would so positively affect as many dentists as it did.Now, this powerful
and practical book has become a bestseller, lead to discussions with the ADA, become a series
of posts on Dental Town, been resourced by major industry leaders (like Academy of Dental
CPAs, IgniteDDS, Dental Entrepreneur, Wellness Springs Dental, and ClearPath Society),



created thousands of visitors per month on our website, and reached readers worldwide.After
working with dentists for over a decade, I’ve seen the journey of practice ownership up close and
personal. The results have been an inspiration to me.It’s been an incredible honor to walk
alongside these doctors, finding the best ways to build and grow the practices they’ve dreamed
of owning for years.Now, in an attempt to say thank you to the industry that has so generously
granted us trust, we’re adding new resources in this edition of Choosing the Right Practice
Location.Bonus MaterialIf you’re like a lot of our clients, you’re looking for detailed training and
guidance to follow a proven process. If that’s you and you want to explore those options right
now, flip to page 119 to find a list of resources you can access right away.See the resources
online at:Enjoy the information we’ve prepared for you and experience the fullness of the journey
through practice ownership!Best,PS: Want to hear a personal message from me?Go here to get
access to a message available only to people who own a copy this book:AUTHOR’S NOTEWhat
a journey.When our team first published this book in 2013, we had no idea the impact on the
industry would so positively affect as many dentists as it did.Now, this powerful and practical
book has become a bestseller, lead to discussions with the ADA, become a series of posts on
Dental Town, been resourced by major industry leaders (like Academy of Dental CPAs,
IgniteDDS, Dental Entrepreneur, Wellness Springs Dental, and ClearPath Society), created
thousands of visitors per month on our website, and reached readers worldwide.After working
with dentists for over a decade, I’ve seen the journey of practice ownership up close and
personal. The results have been an inspiration to me.It’s been an incredible honor to walk
alongside these doctors, finding the best ways to build and grow the practices they’ve dreamed
of owning for years.Now, in an attempt to say thank you to the industry that has so generously
granted us trust, we’re adding new resources in this edition of Choosing the Right Practice
Location.Bonus MaterialIf you’re like a lot of our clients, you’re looking for detailed training and
guidance to follow a proven process. If that’s you and you want to explore those options right
now, flip to page 119 to find a list of resources you can access right away.See the resources
online at: Enjoy the information we’ve prepared for you and experience the fullness of the
journey through practice ownership!Best,PS: Want to hear a personal message from me? Go
here to get access to a message available only to people who own a copy this book:Training in
Your CarNow you can access our most relevant tools on your commute!Learn the latest
techniques for skills, new patients, profitability, and practice growth.Subscribe now to the Ideal
Practices podcast and get our most current thoughts for free.Ideal Practices: The Dental
Podcast for Practice OwnershipTraining in Your CarNow you can access our most relevant tools
on your commute!Learn the latest techniques for skills, new patients, profitability, and practice
growth. Subscribe now to the Ideal Practices podcast and get our most current thoughts for
free.Ideal Practices: The Dental Podcast for Practice OwnershipWHAT YOU’LL LEARN IN THIS
BOOK Where one small difference between two local communities will cost you $50,000 in the
first year of your new practice How participating with insurance companies can be ugly … but
partnering with them could also be the one factor yielding you the most profitability How you can



analyze thousands of demographic data points for your new location search in any region with a
simple 12-point checklist in less than five minutes A true story of local politics and a sewer-line
battle with the EPA that almost cost one doctor hundreds of thousands of dollars How to choose
a location that will strategically give you large “pops” of new patient growth over the years How
choosing a location five miles further away could change your retirement net worth by at least
$1,000,000 Why your sign shouldn’t be anything more than boring Why landlords secretly want
you to negotiate price—and why you need to be very careful in that negotiation Which 12
demographics criteria matter to new dental practices … and which two could determine the fate
of your long-term profitability And much more!WHAT YOU’LL LEARN IN THIS BOOK Where
one small difference between two local communities will cost you $50,000 in the first year of
your new practice How participating with insurance companies can be ugly … but partnering
with them could also be the one factor yielding you the most profitability How you can analyze
thousands of demographic data points for your new location search in any region with a simple
12-point checklist in less than five minutes A true story of local politics and a sewer-line battle
with the EPA that almost cost one doctor hundreds of thousands of dollars How to choose a
location that will strategically give you large “pops” of new patient growth over the years How
choosing a location five miles further away could change your retirement net worth by at least
$1,000,000 Why your sign shouldn’t be anything more than boring Why landlords secretly want
you to negotiate price—and why you need to be very careful in that negotiation Which 12
demographics criteria matter to new dental practices … and which two could determine the fate
of your long-term profitability And much more!INTRODUCTIONEvery dentist who plans to
create a new office must face a very serious, one-word question:Where?The decision will affect
the rest of your career as it becomes the trajectory for success from opening day forward.
Choosing the Right Practice Location will give you clarity in the decision-making process,
confidence in your final choice, and all the tools you’ll need to evaluate your options.What you
won’t find in this book is the “how” of opening a dental office. Knowledge regarding how will be
necessary in the months following your Location Decision, but first you need to determine
where. When the time comes, you can access an extensive library of learning all about the how
on:You can also access our acclaimed blog here, which has some of the most candid and
revealing information about the topic. But prior to implementing the knowledge of how, it’s crucial
you have the right where. Without the right where, as the saying goes, you go nowhere.The nine
tools in this book will create a clear path for you to find the right location the first time. You need
to choose your location wisely because there’s so much on the line.But before we dig into the
material at hand, you probably want to know a little bit about where the knowledge and
experience comes from in this discussion.• • •I’ve been working with dentists for nearly a
decade. What I have to share with you are proven concepts that have helped the wonderful
people I’ve grown to know and respect deeply in the dental community. My hope is that the tools
you’ll find here will embolden you with energy and passion for what will likely be the biggest
investment of your life.We are in what the business world has spent decades calling a “Cottage



Industry,” which could be described as wall-street-speak for “not a big enough industry to put
large amounts of resources into.” I feel quite the opposite, and it seems we as a dental
community have attracted growing attention from some large banks and venture capital groups.
The attention received by the dental community reminds me that dentistry matters in many ways
—namely, that when caring dentists provide excellent clinical care, strong profits can be the
result. And there are some compelling reasons why profits should be the result.Try to calculate
all the investment, energy and risk associated with being a dentist: The average dental
education is clocking in near $200,000–$400,000 (excluding undergraduate requirements).
Continuing education is a pursuit for your entire career. Legal liability is devastating and a few
vultures exploit it. HIPAA and OSHA are required. Staff needs are significant. Dentists work
for 7–11 months before they start to make a profit for themselves and their families.
Emergencies are real and they do disrupt meaningful personal time with your family. And worst
of all, dentists have the highest cost of building a new office per square foot of any industry.Yes,
you read that correctly. It’s been said that out of all industries, the small business with the highest
set-up cost per square foot is dentistry.The opportunity for profit and satisfaction is high, but it
can cost $500,000 to get everything set up in your new location. It’s for all these reasons that it’s
imperative you design, build, and find the right location the first time. You don’t want to do this
again if you don’t need to—and if you do it right, you won’t have to.Your opportunity to enjoy a
fulfilling career is wonderful, your ability to care for patients is unlike any other field, and your
potential to provide well for yourself and your family is excellent. But the truth is your financial
risks are quite high. It’s important we get your Location Decision right so you can have the
highest chance of success.For the record, I’m not a dentist.On the topic of location selection,
that’s good news for you. Those who spend their career chair-side strive to become excellent in
that clinical role, and our society is very fortunate to have the doctors who dedicate themselves
to improving their skills. But to develop a keen understanding of all the elements that comprise a
well-crafted dental office Location Decision, it’s crucial that you find someone who has a long,
successful, dental-specific track record in the where of your office. Your future success depends
on it.I’ve spent nearly a decade investing in my education in the start-up and development of
successful dental practices, and the results have been wonderful for my clients.What I’ve found
is that your future practice success involves much more than the clinical skills you work so hard
to develop. In today’s competitive, high-stakes dental economy, it’s critical that the people on
your team have deep expertise in three areas:1. Launching new dental practices2. Real estate
buying and leasing3. Small business growthBy including people on your team with a unique
blend of knowledge on these three topics, your chances of success improve dramatically.As I’ve
invested the last 15 years in developing and improving those skills, I’ve witnessed tangible
positive effects on our industry.When I was 21 years old, fresh out of school with a degree in
International Business, I signed my first business lease for a start-up I co-founded and grew to a
million dollars of revenue in its first year of operation. Shortly after that, I bought my first rental
property, a duplex, and went on through the years to own dozens of residential properties on the



east coast.As a managing partner and investor in a nationwide franchised financial firm, I was
asked to participate in multiple millions of dollars of leasing commitments from the Midwest to
the East Coast, all of which involved site selection, construction, and opening day. And now, I’ve
worked side by side for nearly a decade with my dentist-clients, coordinating growth on their
behalf and acting as their business wingman with excellent results.I tell you all this only to say
I’ve seen and negotiated quite a few site locations, witnessed a couple of botched projects,
created profitable dental practice growth strategies, and been tasked to find perfect locations in
cities I’ve never visited before—and all of these pieces of my history blend into a dentist’s ideal
Location Decision.Now I work closely with hundreds of dentists, many of whom have become
dear friends to me. With practice owners choosing to work with my team to design, build, equip,
and open their dream office, I’ve helped look at hundreds of dental locations and participated in
finding the best possible sites. We visit locations, coordinate office lease reviews, create clear
goals and plans for construction, help find the best lenders, assist in matchmaking with
motivated insurance companies, and much more. It’s a process that’s exciting to a guy like me
who likes numbers, negotiating, legalese, and tight timelines.My team becomes a quasi-
quarterback in the all-consuming and oftentimes overwhelming experience of a new practice
project, being as involved in the process as the dentist desires. It’s a role we take more seriously
than most expect, and it’s one in which we take tremendous pride.On the specific topic of the
Location Decision, there is so much at stake for my dental client, and because of that I put a
mountain of energy and emotion into successful selection and negotiation of their space. The
result? It works. My clients have inspiring success stories, pride in their locations, and
confidence that the home of their practice was the right choice.You can do this too!Many ask me
what the entire process looks like. While the full explanation is the topic of a much longer
conversation, I would summarize it by saying this:The process is a transformation—of a building
and a doctor.The transformative process starts with you, moves into building a facility, and ends
with a new you. When you respond to a deeply-rooted desire to work in a practice space that
reflects your clinical skills, your pride in your profession, and your commitment to excellent
clinical care, your life begins to change. It might sound like a high calling and a glorified
experience, but every piece of it is rich and full and it becomes a life moment you’ll never
forget.Those who have crafted their own dental practices are in an exclusive membership of
doctors who spend many hours of their life experiencing a new level of fulfillment and
accomplishment that many say is indescribable. For some, the transformative process starts
when they’re as young as children; for others the desire materializes when they feel they’ve
plateaued in their experience as an associate. Regardless of your starting point, your situation
will lead you to a new level of professional and life fulfillment through this project, and your
efforts to pursue this fully will be rewarded well.This book discusses the Location Decision,
which is usually the step immediately following financing and loan discussions. After the
Location Decision, we begin an extensive customized design process where our design team
incorporates a 40-point checklist and multiple face-to-face discussions to craft the perfect floor



plan for your new office, culminating in a 3D virtual walkthrough of the space in its digital
glory.We then work with you to coordinate with contractors and guide you to the best possible
construction choices available for the unique needs of your specific dental practice. The process
moves forward to architectural and engineering planning and then moves through the meat
grinder of local politics—some are enjoyable to work with, others make me feel like I’m as smart
as a caveman with all their inventive ways of delaying projects.The process includes an
inordinate number of moving parts along the way, from plumbing to timed dispensing of funds,
from integration of technologies to carving paths for those of the future. Topics as diverse as
signage, marketing, storage space for supplies, cubic feet per user, and properly sized air lines
are a few of the innumerable reasons why this process can have so many twists and turns.But in
the end, the final product—the final home—is yours. It’s your mark on your community and your
pièce de résistance. This will be a place that’s a physical representation of all your years of
education and preparation and will enable you to provide care for friends and family for years.
With the tools in this book, I hope to inspire, educate, and motivate you toward success.And it all
starts with where.I’m not holding anything back. While many like to cling tightly to their
knowledge, I believe that by sharing it freely, everyone in our “cottage industry” wins. And that’s
good for all of us.Get ready—your new practice is probably closer than you think.Here’s to you
and your success!INTRODUCTIONEvery dentist who plans to create a new office must face a
very serious, one-word question:Where? The decision will affect the rest of your career as it
becomes the trajectory for success from opening day forward. Choosing the Right Practice
Location will give you clarity in the decision-making process, confidence in your final choice, and
all the tools you’ll need to evaluate your options.What you won’t find in this book is the “how” of
opening a dental office. Knowledge regarding how will be necessary in the months following
your Location Decision, but first you need to determine where. When the time comes, you can
access an extensive library of learning all about the how on:You can also access our acclaimed
blog here, which has some of the most candid and revealing information about the topic. But
prior to implementing the knowledge of how, it’s crucial you have the right where. Without the
right where, as the saying goes, you go nowhere.The nine tools in this book will create a clear
path for you to find the right location the first time. You need to choose your location wisely
because there’s so much on the line.But before we dig into the material at hand, you probably
want to know a little bit about where the knowledge and experience comes from in this
discussion.• • •I’ve been working with dentists for nearly a decade. What I have to share with
you are proven concepts that have helped the wonderful people I’ve grown to know and respect
deeply in the dental community. My hope is that the tools you’ll find here will embolden you with
energy and passion for what will likely be the biggest investment of your life.We are in what the
business world has spent decades calling a “Cottage Industry,” which could be described as wall-
street-speak for “not a big enough industry to put large amounts of resources into.” I feel quite
the opposite, and it seems we as a dental community have attracted growing attention from
some large banks and venture capital groups. The attention received by the dental community



reminds me that dentistry matters in many ways—namely, that when caring dentists provide
excellent clinical care, strong profits can be the result. And there are some compelling reasons
why profits should be the result.Try to calculate all the investment, energy and risk associated
with being a dentist: The average dental education is clocking in near $200,000–$400,000
(excluding undergraduate requirements). Continuing education is a pursuit for your entire
career. Legal liability is devastating and a few vultures exploit it. HIPAA and OSHA are
required. Staff needs are significant. Dentists work for 7–11 months before they start to make
a profit for themselves and their families. Emergencies are real and they do disrupt meaningful
personal time with your family. And worst of all, dentists have the highest cost of building a new
office per square foot of any industry. Yes, you read that correctly. It’s been said that out of all
industries, the small business with the highest set-up cost per square foot is dentistry.The
opportunity for profit and satisfaction is high, but it can cost $500,000 to get everything set up in
your new location. It’s for all these reasons that it’s imperative you design, build, and find the
right location the first time. You don’t want to do this again if you don’t need to—and if you do it
right, you won’t have to.Your opportunity to enjoy a fulfilling career is wonderful, your ability to
care for patients is unlike any other field, and your potential to provide well for yourself and your
family is excellent. But the truth is your financial risks are quite high. It’s important we get your
Location Decision right so you can have the highest chance of success.For the record, I’m not a
dentist.On the topic of location selection, that’s good news for you. Those who spend their
career chair-side strive to become excellent in that clinical role, and our society is very fortunate
to have the doctors who dedicate themselves to improving their skills. But to develop a keen
understanding of all the elements that comprise a well-crafted dental office Location Decision,
it’s crucial that you find someone who has a long, successful, dental-specific track record in the
where of your office. Your future success depends on it.I’ve spent nearly a decade investing in
my education in the start-up and development of successful dental practices, and the results
have been wonderful for my clients.What I’ve found is that your future practice success involves
much more than the clinical skills you work so hard to develop. In today’s competitive, high-
stakes dental economy, it’s critical that the people on your team have deep expertise in three
areas:1. Launching new dental practices2. Real estate buying and leasing3. Small business
growthBy including people on your team with a unique blend of knowledge on these three
topics, your chances of success improve dramatically.As I’ve invested the last 15 years in
developing and improving those skills, I’ve witnessed tangible positive effects on our
industry.When I was 21 years old, fresh out of school with a degree in International Business, I
signed my first business lease for a start-up I co-founded and grew to a million dollars of revenue
in its first year of operation. Shortly after that, I bought my first rental property, a duplex, and went
on through the years to own dozens of residential properties on the east coast.As a managing
partner and investor in a nationwide franchised financial firm, I was asked to participate in
multiple millions of dollars of leasing commitments from the Midwest to the East Coast, all of
which involved site selection, construction, and opening day. And now, I’ve worked side by side



for nearly a decade with my dentist-clients, coordinating growth on their behalf and acting as
their business wingman with excellent results.I tell you all this only to say I’ve seen and
negotiated quite a few site locations, witnessed a couple of botched projects, created profitable
dental practice growth strategies, and been tasked to find perfect locations in cities I’ve never
visited before—and all of these pieces of my history blend into a dentist’s ideal Location
Decision.Now I work closely with hundreds of dentists, many of whom have become dear friends
to me. With practice owners choosing to work with my team to design, build, equip, and open
their dream office, I’ve helped look at hundreds of dental locations and participated in finding the
best possible sites. We visit locations, coordinate office lease reviews, create clear goals and
plans for construction, help find the best lenders, assist in matchmaking with motivated
insurance companies, and much more. It’s a process that’s exciting to a guy like me who likes
numbers, negotiating, legalese, and tight timelines.My team becomes a quasi-quarterback in
the all-consuming and oftentimes overwhelming experience of a new practice project, being as
involved in the process as the dentist desires. It’s a role we take more seriously than most
expect, and it’s one in which we take tremendous pride.On the specific topic of the Location
Decision, there is so much at stake for my dental client, and because of that I put a mountain of
energy and emotion into successful selection and negotiation of their space. The result? It
works. My clients have inspiring success stories, pride in their locations, and confidence that the
home of their practice was the right choice.You can do this too! Many ask me what the entire
process looks like. While the full explanation is the topic of a much longer conversation, I would
summarize it by saying this:The process is a transformation—of a building and a doctor.The
transformative process starts with you, moves into building a facility, and ends with a new you.
When you respond to a deeply-rooted desire to work in a practice space that reflects your
clinical skills, your pride in your profession, and your commitment to excellent clinical care, your
life begins to change. It might sound like a high calling and a glorified experience, but every
piece of it is rich and full and it becomes a life moment you’ll never forget.Those who have
crafted their own dental practices are in an exclusive membership of doctors who spend many
hours of their life experiencing a new level of fulfillment and accomplishment that many say is
indescribable. For some, the transformative process starts when they’re as young as children; for
others the desire materializes when they feel they’ve plateaued in their experience as an
associate. Regardless of your starting point, your situation will lead you to a new level of
professional and life fulfillment through this project, and your efforts to pursue this fully will be
rewarded well.This book discusses the Location Decision, which is usually the step immediately
following financing and loan discussions. After the Location Decision, we begin an extensive
customized design process where our design team incorporates a 40-point checklist and
multiple face-to-face discussions to craft the perfect floor plan for your new office, culminating in
a 3D virtual walkthrough of the space in its digital glory.We then work with you to coordinate with
contractors and guide you to the best possible construction choices available for the unique
needs of your specific dental practice. The process moves forward to architectural and



engineering planning and then moves through the meat grinder of local politics—some are
enjoyable to work with, others make me feel like I’m as smart as a caveman with all their
inventive ways of delaying projects.The process includes an inordinate number of moving parts
along the way, from plumbing to timed dispensing of funds, from integration of technologies to
carving paths for those of the future. Topics as diverse as signage, marketing, storage space for
supplies, cubic feet per user, and properly sized air lines are a few of the innumerable reasons
why this process can have so many twists and turns.But in the end, the final product—the final
home—is yours. It’s your mark on your community and your pièce de résistance. This will be a
place that’s a physical representation of all your years of education and preparation and will
enable you to provide care for friends and family for years. With the tools in this book, I hope to
inspire, educate, and motivate you toward success.And it all starts with where. I’m not holding
anything back. While many like to cling tightly to their knowledge, I believe that by sharing it
freely, everyone in our “cottage industry” wins. And that’s good for all of us.Get ready—your new
practice is probably closer than you think.Here’s to you and your success!DENTISTRY’S
LOCATION DECISION OVERVIEWDENTISTRY’S LOCATION DECISION OVERVIEW

How to Buy a Dental Practice: A Step-by-step Guide to Finding, Analyzing, and Purchasing the
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M Dawoud, “A must read!!!. Jayme Amos's book was an eye-opener! I am a new dentist and plan
on opening a practice in the very near future. Like many new dentists, the idea of opening a
practice is daunting with all the unforeseen issues that may arise (not to mention the added
indebtedness). This book presents practical advice to effectively prepare for and manage these
issues. I cannot wait to begin my practice and to work with Jayme. I will definitely refer back to
this book.”

Michael Montgomery, “Great read! As a dental lender in the industry .... Great read! As a dental
lender in the industry I would recommend this to any dentist starting a practice or relocating to
expand.”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 3.3. 44 people have provided feedback.
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